MAKE FLAVOR
A LIFESTYLE

PRODUCT CATALOG
GOURMET SET 17 PIECES
ZYLSTRA SERIES

The most complete set.
17 top quality versatile pieces.
It’s like having 66 separate utensils.

- Chef I Set
- Chef II Set
- 6 Litre Roaster with cover (Single-ply with Nutri-Plex™ bottom)
- 6 L Grater/Steamer Tray
CHEF I SET
7 PIECES

IT’S LIKE HAVING 20 DIFFERENT UTENSILS.

- 2 Litre with cover
- 4 Litre with cover
- Large Frypan with cover 28 cm
- Inset Pan

CHEF II SET
7 PIECES

IT’S LIKE HAVING 19 SEPARATE UTENSILS.

- 1.5 Litre with cover (Small Frypan)
- 3 Litre with cover
- 5 Litre with cover
- 3 L Grater/Steamer Tray
Imagine all the possibilities, it’s like having 66 separate utensils.

- Chef I Set
- Chef II Set
- 6 Litre Roaster with cover (Single-ply with Nutri-Plex™ bottom)
- 6 L Grater/Steamer Tray
CHEF I SET
7 PIECES
IT’S LIKE HAVING 20 DIFFERENT UTENSILS.
• 2 Litre with cover
• 4 Litre with cover
• Large Frypan with cover 28 cm
• Inset Pan

CHEF II SET
7 PIECES
IT’S LIKE HAVING 19 SEPARATE UTENSILS.
• 1.5 Litre with cover (Small Frypan)
• 3 Litre with cover
• 5 Litre with cover
• 3 L Grater/Steamer Tray
MAX COOKER 27 L

IDEAL FOR SLOW COOKING AND STEAMING EXTRA-LARGE QUANTITIES.
JUMBO PIECES

FOR REALLY BIG JOBS.

SUPER DELUXE COOKER 16 L
KING COOKER 12 L
QUEEN COOKER 8 L

Also available as a set.
GRAN CACEROLA  38 cm
Generous 6 L size for extra-large cooking capacity.

PRINCESA  34 cm
Handy 4.5 L size for everyday use.
6 LITRE ROASTER
Perfect utensil for stovetop roasting the healthy “water-less” way. Available for sale individually and as a part of Zylstra Series Gourmet Set.

6 L GRATER/STEAMER TRAY
Slice or grate foods directly into utensil. Fits the 6 Litre Roaster and Large Frypan 28 cm.
RENA SIGNATURE  3.5 L

The everyday essential!

- Deep enough to boil or braise, shallow enough to use as a sauté pan.
- The round shape allows access to the whole utensil for stirring and mixing.
- Long ergonomic handle and helper handle for control and balance.
- Accepts 5 Litre cover from Chef II set for “water-less” cooking.
LARGE SKILLET  30 cm

*Versatile and elegant*

- Helper handle makes lifting and pouring easy.
- Accepts the Queen Cooker 8 L cover for “water-less” cooking.
**SMALL SKILLET**  24 cm

- Perfect for daily cooking.
- Great for evenly browning meats, sautéing, stir-fry and more.
- Interchange with cover from 3 Litre or 4 Litre utensils for “water-less” option.

**MINI SKILLET**  18 cm

Perfect for preparing delicious eggs as well as small portions.

Due to small diameter of the Mini Skillet 18 cm, induction compatibility depends on Induction Cooker Model.
**GRILL PAN** 36 cm

*Grill indoors anytime!*

- The grooved base leaves grill marks in food while allowing fat to drain away.
- Ideal for grilling vegetables, meat, poultry and chops.

Grill Pan does not include cover.
CLASSIC CHEF SKILLET 30 cm

- Works as a deep griddle, flat grill and gourmet skillet.
- Accepts the cover from both Queen Cooker 8 L or Large Skillet 30 cm.

Classic Chef Skillet does not include cover.
SAUCIER  1.75 L
Use for preparing sauces, gravies and sautéing mushrooms or onions.

SAUCEPAN  2.5 L
Tall sides prevent splashing and limit reduction for sauces or soups.

Due to small diameter of the Saucepan 2.5 L, induction compatibility depends on Induction Cooker Model.
OVER 100 COMBINATIONS WITH THE COMPLETE LINE

GOURMET SET
BASIC COMBINATIONS

CHEF I SET

Inset Pan
2 L
Inset Pan
4 L
Inset Pan
2 L
Inset Pan
4 L
Inset Pan
4 L
Inset Pan
4 L
Inset Pan
2 L

CHEF II SET

3 L Grater / Steamer Tray
3 L
1.5 L
3 L
1.5 L
3 L
5 L
3 L
5 L

SUPER JUMBO SET

6 L
Queen Cooker
Large Frypan 28 cm
Queen Cooker
King Cooker
Super Deluxe Cooker
Gran Cacerola
Gran Cacerola
Max Cooker
Max Cooker

LIFETIME WARRANTY
INDUCTION COMPATIBLE
**CONTESSA**

_The perfect Rena Ware utensil for your oven!_

Its special size makes it ideal for roasting, baking or preparing stews in the oven. It also makes a beautiful serving dish.

**Versatile**

Use to roast chicken, turkey, ham, or beef and pork roasts. The included rack allows heat to circulate for even browning and crisping. Its multi-ply construction allows you to put it on the stovetop after roasting to make your favorite pan sauces.

![Image of Contessa roasting dish with rack]

33 cm x 27 cm x 5 cm  
(13” x 11” x 2”)

- Oven, broiler and dishwasher safe.
- Fits in a 45 cm wide oven.
DOUBLE BURNER GRIDDLE

Your essential utensil for grilling, frying, roasting, even baking!

- This beautiful griddle with a cooking surface of 43 cm x 24 cm (17” x 9.5”) is perfect for family-sized meals.
- Goes from stovetop or oven to dining or buffet table for serving.

*Prepare generous quantities of eggs, meats, pancakes, tortillas, grilled sandwiches, burgers, vegetables and other appetizing foods for family and friends.*

57.5 cm x 27 cm x 2.5 cm
(22.5” x 10.5” x 1”)

- Made of multi-ply magnetic stainless steel with solid stainless steel handles.
- Mirror polished finish both inside and out.
- Dishwasher and oven safe.

The Double Burner Griddle can be used with multi-burner cooktops. It is not for use on stand-alone single burner cooktops, including Rena Ware induction cooker.
MULTI COOKER

Let the Multi Cooker be your personal chef! Enjoy doing the things you love, while still offering healthy, delicious meals.

Convenient and Versatile

Increase the utility of your Rena Ware cookware with the Multi Cooker. 5 different heat settings for slow cooking, warming, simmering, steaming, heating, plus 2 different settings for cooking rice; white and brown.

Great for parties and gatherings; the Multi Cooker’s size and weight makes it portable allowing you to use it where you need it, when you need it (indoor only).

You can use the following Rena Ware utensils1 with the Multi Cooker:

- Utensils from 1 to 6 liters
- Rena Signature 3.5 L
- Saucepan 2.5 L
- Coffee Press/Chocolatera
- Saucier 1.75 L
- Small Skillet 24 cm
- Mini Skillet 18 cm

1. Not for use with utensils with a base diameter larger than 21 cm (8-1/4”).
TURN YOUR COOKWARE INTO SO MUCH MORE!

**Rice Cooker**: Makes cooking rice easier with a temperature sensor that lets you know your rice is ready. Works well for either brown or white rice, making it delicious each time.

**Slow Cooker**: Turn your Rena Ware utensil into a slow cooker. Makes food tender by cooking at a steady low temperature for a longer period of time.

**Timed Cooking**: Watching the clock won’t be necessary! The Multi Cooker will turn on or off automatically at the times you set.

**Hot Plate**: Not only keeps prepared foods warm, but can also be used to cook like a stovetop to boil water, fry eggs, sauté or steam vegetables, prepare fondue, and much more.
INDUCTION COOKER

Cool, fast, efficient!

Perfect for preparing delicious and healthy meals.

- The source of “heating” is magnetic induction:
  - An electromagnetic field transfers heat directly to the utensil.
  - The cookware heats up, not the cooking surface, and the utensil heats faster.
  - Less heat buildup in the kitchen, less time spent cooking, and less energy consumption.
- Use with Rena Ware Nutri ✓ “water-less” cookware and save up to 65% energy compared to boiling water on an electric stovetop! *
- Sleek modern design complements any kitchen.
- Convenient and portable!

*Rena Ware test kitchen 2004
COFFEE PRESS/CHOCOLATERA

Your multi-purpose hot beverage maker.

Chocolate - Prepare delicious, frothy hot chocolate using included molinillo. Special slotted cover keeps milk from boiling over.

Coffee - Heat water and brew french press coffee in one utensil. Capture more flavor and essential oils from your favorite coffees.

Also great for yerba mate and tea!

For press cover

For base and slotted cover
**NUTREX PRESS™ JUICER**

*Features a unique low-speed mechanism for maximum juice extraction, producing more juice, retaining more fiber, releasing more nutrients.*

- **More juice:** Ejects pulp only when no more juice can be extracted.
- **You do not need to drink it immediately:** The cold press method does not aerate the juice, allowing you to keep it in the refrigerator for up to 72 hours.
- **More uses:** You can prepare milk from soy, almonds or other nuts; you can even make your own homemade tofu with the included kit.
- **Easy cleanup:** Pre-rinse by running water through the juicer before washing the parts.

**Includes:**
Juice and pulp containers.
3-piece Tofu Kit.

1 YEAR WARRANTY
CUTLERY SET 16 PIECES

Complete set to meet your everyday cooking needs.

ELITE SERIES
PREMIUM MOV STAINLESS STEEL

For all knives
For the wood block and sharpener

• Top Quality - reinforced high carbon stainless steel blades for long-lasting sharpness, durability and corrosion resistance.

• Sophisticated design - all stainless steel for beauty, durability and lifetime warranty. Seamless ergonomic handles are easy to use and keep clean.

• Value - the complete set includes 8 kitchen knives, 6 steak knives, beautiful solid Acacia wood block and Precision 2-stage Sharpener.
ELITE FLATWARE 35 PIECES
Contemporary and elegant; add beauty and style to your dining experience.

Ergonomic pieces are easy to handle.
Each piece meticulously polished for a beautiful mirror finish.
Clean design complements fine china, casual dinnerware and Rena Ware cookware.

Six 5-Piece Place Settings
- 6 Salad/Dessert Forks
- 6 Dinner Forks
- 6 Dinner Knives
- 6 Tablespoons
- 6 Teaspoons

Plus 5 Serving Pieces
- Serving Fork
- Serving Spoon
- Sauce Ladle
- Slotted Spoon
- Butter Knife

Lifetime Warranty
KITCHEN TOOL SET  8 PIECES

Life is easy when you use the right tool for the task.

- Polished to perfection to create our signature mirror finish
- Set includes 7 tools and hanging bar

Masher
Great for mashing all kinds of soft foods like beans and potatoes.

Straining Ladle
Scoop, strain or pour using a single tool.

Textured Spoon
Serve foods like rice without it sticking to the spoon.

Beveled Turner
Special beveled edges make it easier to turn foods.

Three-Way Tongs
Unique tongs with three different gripping surfaces.

Pasta Spoon
Use as a skimmer, slotted spoon and for serving pasta.

Combination Whisk
Three whisks in one; balloon whisk, sauce whisk, flat whisk.

Hanging Bar
TITAN 72 L

Our largest utensil! Prepare big meals all at one time for any special occasion. Excellent for steaming, barbacoa, cooking vegetables like corn on the cob, and for preparing soups such as pozole and sancocho.

Features

- Constructed to provide excellent and even heating.
- Mirror polished outside; satin finish inside.
- Includes convenient Steamer Rack.
- Specially designed reinforced handles securely support the weight of the utensil.

- The heat source used during cooking must be able to support the weight of the Titan.
- The Titan is not for use with the Rena Ware Induction Cooker or any other stovetop, hot plate or burner that is not certified to support its weight.
- Extreme caution should be used when handling the Titan. Filled with water, it will weigh more than 150 lb (68 kg). To prevent injury, the Titan should not be lifted or carried when it is full.
- Due to its size and weight, minor imperfections in the Titan’s finish can occur during manufacturing or shipping. This will not affect the utensil’s performance and is not considered a defect in materials or workmanship.
EXTRAS

SPOONULA SET
The set includes one large and one small stainless steel Spoonula. Silicone heads are heat resistant.

WIRE STEAM TRAYS
Each Tray sold separately:
- 27 cm for the Queen Cooker 8 L.
- 34 cm for the Max Cooker 27 L and Gran Cacerola 38 cm.
- 32 cm - not available for sale.

COOKBOOK
More than 100 recipes from around the world. Included in the Traditional Gourmet set. Also sold separately.

INSET BASKET
Fits in the 3 Litre and 4 Litre utensils.

RENA LITE
Keep the beautiful shine of your Rena Ware. Biodegradable – won’t harm the environment.
EXPERIENCE THE RENA WARE QUALITY

- Recognized internationally for the highest quality standards.
- All products are manufactured to the strictest specifications in factories around the world.
- Our quality products have been a proud part of families for generations.

We stand behind our products.

- Lifetime Warranty on stainless steel cooking utensils.
- Excellent warranties on other Rena Ware products.
- Dedicated International Customer Service Centers are there to serve you.

Over 75 years dedicated to the wellbeing of families. A solid company you can count on to be there in the future. Recognized for generations for its integrity and quality products.

AND THE BEST PART IS THAT BEHIND THESE GREAT PRODUCTS IS A GREAT COMPANY!

OUR CUSTOMERS SAY IT BEST!

My mother adores her Rena Ware cooking set. She has had it for more than 30 years. My father bought her the set when they were first married. When my husband saw my mother’s set he could not believe it was over 30 years old and agreed to buy me a set. I would without a doubt recommend it to my friends.

I bought my first Rena Ware cookware set in 1972. After many years, my Rena Ware utensils are the only things that have passed from generation to generation. Whenever I cook in them, many memories come back to me. To us, Rena Ware cookware utensils are part of our family.

JOIN THE THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED RENA WARE CUSTOMERS
The Rena Ware Warranty

Rena Ware warrants its Products to be free from defects in materials and workmanship (See official Rena Ware Warranty included with each product for the description and warranty duration). The Warranty does not cover defects resulting from misuse, abuse, negligence, accident, repairs or alteration outside a Rena Ware facility, or lack of maintenance. The Warranty does not cover incidental or consequential damages resulting from the use of this Product.

Remedy in the Event of Warranty Claim

At its option, Rena Ware will repair or replace a Product, or any part thereof, which is determined to be defective. If a replacement is made, the Product for which the replacement is made becomes the property of Rena Ware. This remedy shall be the exclusive remedy available.

To Obtain Warranty Service

To obtain warranty service, send a detailed written description of the claimed defect to the closest Rena Ware Service Center. You may be required to return the Product, at your expense, to the nearest Rena Ware Service Center in order to obtain warranty service. For a list of our Customer Service Centers around the world visit renaware.com. You may also be required to provide proof of purchase. If, after inspection, Rena Ware determines that a covered defect exists, Rena Ware will bear the cost of return delivery. To obtain replacement of handles and knobs, you will be required to pay a fee.

Other Warranty Limitations

This Warranty is in lieu of all other express warranties. Any implied warranty shall be equal in duration to the above express Warranty. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, or do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the above limitations or exclusions may not apply to you. This Warranty gives you specific legal rights. You may also have other rights which vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction.
CELEBRATE LIFE with RENA WARE